Raman Spectroscopy Imaging requires long periods of time for the data acquisition and subsequent treatment of the spectral chemical images. Recently, Compressed Sensing (CS) technique has been used satisfactorily in Raman Spectroscopy Imaging, reducing the acquisition time by simultaneously sensing and compressing the underlying Raman spectral signals. The Coded Aperture Snapshot Spectral Imager (CASSI) is an optical architecture that applied effectively the CS technique in Raman Spectroscopy Imaging. The main optical element of CASSI system is a coded aperture, which can transmit or block the information from the underlying scene. The principal design variable in the coded apertures is the percentage of transmissive elements or transmittance. This paper describes the technique of CS in Raman Spectroscopy imaging by using the CASSI system and realizes the selection of the optimal transmittance values of the coded apertures to ensure an efficient recovery of Raman Images. Diverse simulations are performed to determine the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) of the reconstructed Raman data cubes as a function of the transmittance of the coded apertures, the size of the underlying Raman data cubes and the number of projections expressed in terms of the compression ratio.
Introduction
Spectral imaging is a technology that can obtain the spatial map of spectral variations of a scene; these spatial maps are useful in many applications including military target discrimination, biomedical, biochemical, agriculture, mineralogy, biophysics, environmental remote sensing, among others [1] [2] [3] . Different spectroscopic techniques can be employed to obtain this kind of images for determining relevant chemical information.
Raman Spectroscopy is currently one of the most used analytical techniques in several areas of modern science and it is used to analyze chemical composition and construction of spectral images of different compounds [4] [5] [6] . Raman analysis presents the relevant advantage of being a noninvasive technique, not requiring the addition of chemical agents or labels for the sample identification, and it has a relative low cost compared with other spectroscopy techniques. Furthermore, there is extensive information in the literature regarding this technique [7, 8] .
Currently, Raman Spectroscopy Imaging emerges as a tool to create chemical images of the distribution of the components from simultaneous measurement of spectra and spatial information. Raman chemical images can be obtained through subsequent measurements of several sample points and a reconstruction process. These images are useful to chemical identification and classification [5, 9] .
Despite the broad advantages and applications of this technique, it requires long periods of time for the data acquisition and subsequent treatment for spectral images. More specifically, typically spectral detection methods requires in the order of per spectrum which is impractical for the collection of large spectral images. For example, the collection of 1 megapixel image would require or days [8] . For this reason, various studies and modifications have been made on the optical architecture of Raman Spectroscopy Imaging.
There are two general approaches to obtain Raman Images: serial and direct imaging. The serial imaging approach as point (whiskbroom spectrometer) and line (pushbroom spectrometer) Raman mapping, requires numerous spectra for reconstructing the entire Raman image at a given wavenumber. In point mapping, a laser spot is raster scanned, in two spatial dimensions with a spectrum being recorded at each position; the entire Raman spectrum is obtained at each point. For line mapping, a laser line is raster scanned along either the or axis, using a twodimensional charge-coupled device detector to collect the spectral and spatial information; the entire Raman spectrum is obtained at each line. In contrast, in direct approach (snapshot imaging spectrometer) all spatial points of the Raman image at a specific wavenumber are determined simultaneously from a single measurement of a globally illuminated sample. Between the named methodologies, the number of data obtained during the sensing varies considerably and even in the case of direct imaging, the data processing takes considerable time for the formation of the spectral images [9, 10] . Fig. 1 shows the above mentioned approaches. Source: [10] An innovative alternative to reduce the time of acquisition and processing of the signals obtained from Raman Spectroscopy is to employ the Compressed Sensing (CS) technique. Different studies have shown that this technique can be used satisfactorily in Raman Spectroscopy Imaging [4, 6] . CS efficiently reduces the acquisition time by simultaneously sensing and compressing the underlying spectral signals. Instead of sensing directly the spectral signal, CS senses random projections. These projections are then used to recover the underlying Raman spectral signal by solving a minimization problem [11, 12] .
Different architectures for obtaining spectral images based on Raman Spectroscopy have been developed under the concepts of Compressed Sensing technique [13] . The Coded Aperture Snapshot Spectral Imager (CASSI) system is a remarkable optical architecture that effectively exploits CS principles in Raman Spectroscopy Imaging [6] . In CASSI the coded measurements captured by the detector are mathematically equivalent to compressive random projections in CS.
In CASSI system, the coding is applied to the (spatialspectral) Raman image source density by means of a coded aperture as realized by the CASSI system depicted in Fig. 2 , where are the spatial coordinates and is the Raman shift [14] . The resulting coded field is subsequently modified by a Figure 2 . CASSI system representation. Black elements in coded aperture are blocking elements and white are transmissive. Source: [14] dispersive element before it impinges onto the detector. The compressive measurements across the detector are realized by the integration of the field over the spectral range sensitivity of the detector. The recovery of the underlying hyperspectral signal in CASSI entails solving an undetermined linear system of equations. The quality of the CS Raman reconstructions depends on the correct selection of the coded aperture patterns . For this reason, the most important component in CASSI Raman system is a set of coded apertures, which need to be properly designed taking in account variables as the percentage of transmissive elements of the coded aperture or transmittance, the Raman data cube size and the number of projections expressed in terms of the compression ratio.
Using the compressive sensing by CASSI system in Raman Spectroscopy Imaging the time of acquisition and signal processing is reduced significantly, opening a broad range of applications of this technique in different scientific areas, including biomedical, chemical, biochemical, environmental, among others.
This paper describes the technique of CS in Raman Spectroscopy Imaging by using the Coded Aperture Snapshot Spectral Imager (CASSI) and realizes the selection of the optimal transmittance values in the coded apertures needed in this system. The main contribution of this work is to design the optimal transmittance values of the coded apertures, which allow an efficient Raman image reconstruction.
Diverse simulations in MatLab are performed to determine the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) of the reconstructed Raman data cubes. The spatial and spectral analyses of the reconstructions allow establishing optimal values of transmittance of the coded aperture as a function of the size of the underlying Raman data cubes and the compression ratio.
Raman spectroscopy
Raman Spectroscopy analysis is based on the study of light scattered by a material when a beam of monochromatic light is incident on the underlying material [15] . The interaction of the electric field of an electromagnetic wave with the electrons interacting with the system leads to the scattering of incident light.
The scattering process is show in Fig. 3 . Most of the light scatters of the same energy of the incident beam, . This energy light is said to be elastically or Rayleigh scattered and it does not provide information about the sample. Valuable information can be obtained from the light that changes energy upon scattering, (where is related with the energy of the sample). This light is said to be inelastically or Raman scattered. If the scattered light loses energy
, it emerges at a longer wavelength and this effect is known as Raman Stokes. The light can scatter with an increase of energy, , and concomitant shorter wavelength and this is called the Raman anti-Stokes effect. The change in the wavelength of the light (to either longer or shorter wavelength) is known as the Raman shift.
Frequency variations seen in Raman scattering phenomenon are equivalents to energy variations (Fig. 3) . Because of light-material interaction, the molecules may become temporarily to a virtual energy state that must return to an allowed vibrational energy level, this is done by scattering a beam of light. The frequency at which the beam is scattered depends on the energetic jump performed for the molecule. Because the energy level of a molecule depends crucially on the composition of this, the spectrum of Raman shifts is a highly specific "fingerprint" of the internal energy level structure. As such, it can be used for extremely precise chemical detection and identification.
Recently, Raman Spectroscopy Imaging has emerged from the Raman Spectroscopy technique as a new modality which enables real time, noninvasive, high-resolution imaging to probing the chemical composition of materials with no sample preparation. Thousands of Raman spectrums are acquired from all over the field of view to created chemical images. These chemical images, as functions of Raman intensity and spatial coordinates, allow an assessment of the chemical heterogeneity of a specimen in terms of the spatial distribution of the sample and its underlying molecular constituents [9, 16] .
Applications of Raman Imaging techniques cover a wide range of scientific disciplines spanning biology, medicine, and material sciences, as for example, in the analysis of cells, tissues, pharmaceuticals, semiconductors, polymers, artwork, and minerals [17, 18] .
Compressive sensing
Compressive sensing has emerged as a promising research area that can enable the acquisition of signals at sampling rates below the Nyquist-criterion or the equivalently scanning methods. In CS traditional sampling is replaced by measurements of inner products with random vectors. The signals are then reconstructed by solving an inverse problem such as a linear program or a greedy pursuit in a basis where these admit sparse representations [11, 19] .
One of the key concepts in compressed sensing is called sparsity. This concept establishes that most of the energy of a signal is concentrated in a small set of its components. Most real signals are not sparse themselves, however, one can find a sparse representation in a given basis [11, 19] . In general, spectral signal can be expressed as being a basis representation matrix, with , where represents the size of the spectral signal or data cube and being the representations coefficients of in domain [14, 21] .
Coded Aperture Snapshot Spectral Raman Imaging System
The Coded Aperture Snapshot Spectral Imager (CASSI) architecture implements CS in spectral Raman Imaging [6] . The CASSI first introduced in [2] , is a remarkable imaging architecture that effectively senses the three dimensional (3D) spectral information of a scene, using a single 2D coded random projections measurements.
Projections in CASSI are attained using a coded aperture and a dispersive element. The principal components in CASSI are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The mathematical model of the CASSI system has been extensively studied in [2, 22] . Suppose that the power spectral density of the image of the scene formed by the objective lens at the plane of the coded aperture is denoted by where and index the spatial coordinates and indexes Raman spectrum or Raman Shift. Referring to Fig. 2 and denoting the coded aperture transmission function by , the power spectral density immediately after spatially modulated by the coded aperture is
Formally the transference function of the coded aperture is designed as an array of square features (pixels) with size equal to the Focal Plane Array (FPA) detector pixels .
can be described as
where ∆ ∆
represents the rectangular step function accounting for the features shape and , represents the binary value (blocking or transmissive) at the element with 1 representing a transmissive coded element and a 0 representing a blocking code element.
After propagation through relay optic lens and the dispersive element, the power spectral density in front of the detector is given by (3) where represents the relay lenses and the dispersive element operation, and the dispersion induced by the dispersive element. Finally, the detector measures the intensity of the incident light rather than the spectral density as in spectrometers. This is realized by the integration of the power spectral density along the wavelength axis over the FPA spectral range . Then, the measurements at the FPA are given by (4) Replacing (3) in (4) conduces to (5) Assuming, (i) the PSF is shift invariant, (ii) the dispersion by the dispersive element is linear, and (iii) that there is one-to-one mapping between elements of the coded aperture and the detector pixels, the detector measurement can be succinctly expressed as (6) In discrete form, the measurement at the detector pixel is given by
where L represent the number of bands of the Raman data cube. Additionally, the measurement can be expressed in matrix form as (8) where is a matrix that accounts for the effects of the coded aperture and the dispersive element, on the data cube .
For spectrally rich scenes or very detailed spatial scenes, a single shot CASSI measurement may not provide a sufficient number of compressive measurements. Increasing the number of shots multiplies the number of measurements, thus rapidly overcoming such limitations [21] . The CASSI spectral imager architecture has been extended to admit multiple measurement shots in [20, 23, 24] . The multiple measurements are attained as separate FPA measurements, each with a distinct coded aperture that remains fixed during the integration time of the detector. In matrix form, the mathematical model for multi-shot CASSI system is similar to that shown in eq. (8) for the CASSI system A typical example of the measurement process is shown in Fig. 4 . This figure shows the three steps of sensing a data cube: spatial encoding, spectral shift and the integration on the detector for three shots. The multi-shot approach allows obtaining different information from the same scene as different coded patterns are used.
Assuming that the Raman data cube size is as shown in Fig. 4 , the dispersive element shifted each band one pixel horizontally, causing that the spectral modulated and dispersed image impinges on pixels in the detector then, the CASSI sensing matrix is of size . Notice that, the number of the detector pixels is smaller than the number of the voxels of the discretized 3D data cube. Thus the compressive measurements representing by eq. (8) is an under-determined system of equations. Several numerical algorithms based in a regularization framework, exploring and exploiting additional properties or structures in the data cube to obtain the image estimation.
The Gradient Projection for Sparse Reconstruction (GPSR) method is an algorithm used for spectral image estimation with the assumption that the signal of interest is sparse or compressible in some basis , where the coefficients of the data cube in this basis are represented by . Specifically, the Raman Data cube is represented by and the corresponding CASSI measurement by . Then the reconstruction consists on recovering such that the cost function is minimized as (10) where is an S-sparse representation of on the basis and is a regularization constant. The penalty term drives small components of to zero and helps promote sparse solutions [25] .
The Two-Step Iterative Shrinkage/Thresholding algorithm or TwIST algorithm [26] , is another algorithm framework used frequently in the CS literature. TwIST describes a Raman data cube as the solution to the minimization problem (11) where the choices for the regularization function include but are not limited to the norm.
Traditionally, TwIST use the total variation (TV) regularizer given by
The TV terms penalizes the solution candidates with higher discrete gradients horizontally and vertically. Whit this regularizer, the TwIST estimate the Raman data cube, corresponds to finding a compromise between the lack of fitness of a candidate estimate to the measurement data and its degree or undesirability, given by the penalty term . The TV norm measures how much an image varies across pixels, so that a highly textured or noised image will have a large TV norm, whereas a smooth or piecewise constant image would have a small TV norm. A tunning parameter in eq. (11) specifies the relative weight of the constraints versus the data fidelity term.
Coded aperture design
The quality of the reconstructed signal depends on the correct selection of the coded aperture used for sensing the signals. Coded apertures traditionally employed in CASSI system include, random codes, boolean codes, binary codes, the grayscale codes and Hadamard codes [27] . Boolean codes have proven to have the best results for the reconstruction of spectral images whose number bands is less than the spatial distribution of the image [28] .
For the development of this work, random codes are employed and these entries satisfy The transmittance of the coded aperture is given by (13) where represents the size of the coded aperture. In addition to the transmittance, the number of the captured projections or shots affects the quality of the reconstructions. The number of shots can be expressed in terms of the compression ratio. The latter is defined as (14) where represents the number of shots, and and the spatial and spectral dimensions of the data cube respectively. Equation (14) can be seen as the ratio between the number of measurements and the number of pixels in the reconstructed data cube.
Simulations and results
To test the CASSI system in Raman Spectroscopy, several simulations in MatLab were realized. Three different parts of a synthetic Raman data cube with spatial resolution of , and pixels and with L = 1024 spectral bands were used. This data cubes are part of a pharmaceutical tablet image; the spatial information contains three different compounds, Aspirin, Caffeine and Paracetamol as shown the Fig. 6 . The spectral information of the synthetic data cube has the Raman spectrum of each of these three compounds between 642 and 1665 cm-1.
The transmittance given in eq. (13) is varying between 0.1 and 0.8 in order to determine the optimal value of this parameter. Further, the compression ratio established in eq. (14) is analyzed. Compression ratios of 0.125, 0.24 and 0.5 are employed with different coded aperture in each projection. TwIST algorithm is used for reconstructions purposes established in eq. (11) . The optimal value of the regularization parameter is found for each transmittance and each compression ratio. Simulation results are analyzed in terms of PSNR (Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio) of the reconstructed images. Spatial and spectral analyzes of the reconstructions were performed separately, giving flexibility to the system user, who can use certain codes depending on the desired results, higher spatial resolution or higher spectral resolution. The simulations were conducted using an Intel Core i7 3960X 3.3 GHz processor, and 32 GB RAM memory. Each experiment is repeated five times and the respective results are average.
Numerical results for spatial and spectral analysis in the reconstruction are summarizes in Tables I and II respectively. Both, spatial and spectral analysis of the An analysis of the spatial and spectral information of the reconstructions is realized using the parameters summarized in tables I , II and are shown in Fig, 7, 8 for three spatial regions of the data cube. Fig. 7 shows a comparison between the spatial information of the reconstructions obtained with different compression ratio. Columns a, b and c show the spatial information of the bands number 162, 970 and 626 for the three different sizes of the data cube, , , and , respectively. The improvement in the spatial quality can be observed when take a greater compression ratio.
On the other hand, the spectral quality of the reconstructed data cube was also analyzed, for this, one spatial point from each scene was chosen randomly and its corresponding spectral signature (Raman shift) was plotted. Fig. 8 shows the comparison between the spectral signatures of the original data cube with the corresponding reconstructions obtained. Rows a, b and c show the spectral reconstructions of the points (5, 2), (13, 15) and (38, 45) selected from the three different sizes of the data cube , a n d , respectively for different compression ratios. The Raman shifts of these points correspond to aspirin, paracetamol and a) Tr=0.1 a) Tr=0.5 a) Tr=0.8 
Conclusions
The CASSI system has been successfully used to sense and reconstruct three differences parts of a synthetic data cube obtained by Raman Spectroscopy technique. The spatial and spectral analyses of the reconstructions allow establishing optimal values of transmittance among 0.1 and 0.3. The PSNR for sustained reductions of 50% in the Nyquist criterion (using a compression ratio of 0.5) are up to 16.5 dB and 35.5 dB for spatial and spectral analyses respectively in the reconstructed Raman data cubes. Further, the spectral signatures of the reconstructions get closer to the original, showing that CASSI system in Raman Spectroscopy Imaging has promising results for an optimal chemical classification. 
